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We thank the referees for taking time to reevaluate our revised paper. In9

particular, we also thank the editor for taking the time to read our manuscript10

and provide detailed and helpful suggestions/comments to improve the paper.11

Both, the previous reviews and the current editor comments are very much ap-12

preciated. In the following we address each comment of the editor (black italics)13

by stating our reply (blue). In addition we append a manuscript version which14

highlights the changes between the revised version and the current manuscript15

version, i.e. the version after the second revision.16
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Reply to editor comments17

Below we will address all comments of the editor and we will state corresponding18

changes in the manuscript. Again, we would like to thank the editor for taking19

the time to comment on our revised manuscript.20

21

Editor decision for paper22

23
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ary layer to the Asian monsoon anticyclone27

28

by M. Nützel et al.29

30

I thank the authors for submitting their revised version. While reviewer 231

is happy with the revisions and accepts the paper for publication, reviewer 132

– a very experienced colleague – contacted me offline and indicated that “the33

authors largely rejected my comments and did not do much, if anything, that34

I suggested. I can’t recall having a review treated this way before. I see two35

options: 1) to ask them to take my comments seriously and revise the paper, or36

2) to publish as is. I am OK with option 2, although I think it leaves the paper37

much weaker than it needs to be. I will leave the decision up to you.” While I38

understand that redoing the entire study with ERA5 would be an enormous task39

and beyond what can be done during revisions, the remark that the reviewer felt40

his/her comments to be largely ignored is problematic. I therefore had a closer41

look at the revised version, having in mind the general comment 6 from reviewer42

1 about the conciseness of the writing. Although you shortened certain parts,43

the text is not yet fully reader friendly. I found several parts of the text unclear44

or distracting. Below my comments and suggestions.45

We greatly appreciate the editor’s thoughtful comments and suggestions, which46

we will address below. We have revisited the point from Reviewer 1 with respect47

to the sensitivity of using ERA-Interim vs ERA5 to calculate the trajectories.48

Although we have considered to re-do the calculation for one season using ERA5,49

the decision in the end was to discuss the expected changes if using ERA5, based50

on some new diagnostics performed by co-author Laura Pan’s group. These51

diagnostics go beyond showing differences in trajectory model studies driven by52
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ERA-Interim vs ERA5. The vertical wind products and the trajectory results53

are evaluated using two observation-based diagnostics. This discussion is now54

included in revised Section 5.2, cited here:55

”The representation of convective transport in the trajectory56

analyses forms the leading uncertainty in our results. This uncer-57

tainty can be addressed with two related questions: 1) how well is58

convective transport represented in trajectory analysis, which use59

the resolved winds of analysis products? 2) What is the sensitiv-60

ity of the calculations to the analysis products used? In particular,61

what is the influence of the relatively coarse spatial and temporal62

resolution of the ERA-Interim data employed in this study (here63

1.5◦ and 6 hourly) on the presented results versus that of the newer64

generation reanalysis ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) at high horizon-65

tal resolution (∼0.25◦), provided in hourly intervals?66

67

These questions are examined in a recent work by Smith et al.68

(2021), in which convective transport time scales were quantitatively69

characterized using transit time distributions (TTDs), analogous to70

the age spectra, or distributions of the age of air, in stratospheric71

transport studies (e.g. Hall and Plumb, 1994). The work uses a set72

of diagnostics to quantify the representation of convective transport73

in trajectory calculations, specifically, by comparing TTDs from tra-74

jectory model results with the chemical lifetime-based TTDs derived75

from airborne in situ measurements over the convection dominated76

Western Pacific. Four sets of wind products from commonly used op-77

erational analyses and re-analyses are examined in this study, includ-78

ing ERA-Interim and ERA5. The results of the study indicate that79

the trajectory-based TTD from ERA5 has comparable mode and80

mean to that of the chemical-lifetime based TTD. The ERA-Interim81

based TTD on the other hand, shows considerably slower transport,82

although showing qualitatively similar distribution in transport ori-83

gins at the boundary layer. Using the TTD diagnostic, the ERA-84

Interim based calculation misses approximately 30% of the convec-85

tive transport (Smith et al., 2021, Table 2).86

87

Based on this diagnosis, we expect that if the higher spatial and88
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temporal resolution products from ERA5 were used, the result of89

this study would show enhanced convective transport which should90

lead to a higher percentage of back-trajectories that reach the top91

of the PBL within the season. This assessment is also in agreement92

with the presented EMAC-ATTILA data, which contain the effect93

of parametrized convection and show an higher fraction of young94

(<90 days) air masses in the AMA than the TRJ data (Fig. 14).95

Further the EMAC-ATTILA data also support key characteristics96

of the transport pathways and the increasing contribution of the TP97

to AMA air masses over the course of the monsoon season. For98

the distribution of PBL source regions, although we expect changes99

in detail, the overall conclusions in the large-scale perspective are100

not expected to change. The latter is also supported by Legras and101

Bucci (2020), who show similar source regions based on ERA5 (and102

ERA-Interim data) with an entirely different modelling approach103

(i.e. a combination of reanalysis and observational data).”104

The statement regarding the PBL source regions is also supported by a105

more recent paper, Pan et al., in revision (JGR, minor revision), where the106

time scales and contributing boundary layer of Asian Monsoon transport over107

the Western Pacific are calculated using a trajectory model, which is driven108

by ERA5 for one season. This - yet to be published - new result serves as an109

update to the published 39-year climatology based on ERA-Interim (Honomichl110

and Pan, 2020). In this case, the ERA5 result is consistent with the ERA-111

Interim in the large-scale perspective, although the ERA5 result provides much112

better details in the distribution of contributing boundary layer. Based on113

these studies (Smith et al., 2020, and Pan et al., in revision), we expect that114

a re-do of the study using ERA5 would add significant more insight into the115

transport process, but it would be “an enormous task and beyond what can be116

done during revisions”, as remarked by the editor. Further, even a single season117

intercomparison would need additional experiments e.g. as in (Hoffmann et al.,118

2019) to provide context and would clearly shift the focus of the paper. We119

hope the discussion in the revised Section 5.2 provides sufficient information for120

the readers to put the presented results into perspective.121
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L4: to me this sentence only makes sense if I insert hyphens “... displace-122

ments of the AMA with the PBL-to-AMA-transport”. Is this what you intend123

to say? This term appears many times in the paper. If you prefer a formulation124

without hyphens then I would suggest “... with the transport from the PBL to125

the AMA”.126

Yes, that is what we wanted to convey. We have checked the entire manuscript127

and changed the respective phrase to either the first (including hyphens) or sec-128

ond suggestion (no hyphens) of the editor.129

130

L11: why “above”?131

The sentence was adapted. Please see our reply to your comment L207 concern-132

ing ”below”.133

134

L15: why not simply “variability of PBL source regions”?135

Changed.136

137

L34: you might like to add here a reference to the recent paper by Clemens138

et al. 2022: Clemens, J., F. Ploeger, P. Konopka, R. Portmann, M. Sprenger,139

and H. Wernli, 2022. Characterization of transport from the Asian summer140

monsoon anticyclone into the UTLS via shedding of low potential vorticity cut-141

offs. Atmos. Chem. Phys., 22, 3841–3860.142

The reference was added. Thank you for pointing it out.143

144

L46: you often use “with respect to” when – in my view – a simpler con-145

struction would be much clearer, see also remark above. Here my suggestion146

would be “highlighted the importance of the Tibetan Plateau for the transport147

...” Please ask the native speakers in the team of authors to check the use of148

“with respect to” throughout the paper.149

Corrected here. We have checked the entire manuscript for ”with respect to”150

and also for ”via” and largely replaced the phrases.151

152

L55: “analysis” should read “analyses”153

Corrected. Thank you.154

155

L78: not sure whether I understand this question. Do you mean “Are the156

PBL source regions and the transport pathways affected by / sensitive to inter-157

annual east-west shifts of the AMA?”158
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Yes, this is what is meant. The very simple question would be: If the AMA is159

located rather to the east or west, do we see any differences in the pathways160

or/and source regions? We chose the wording ”related to” on purpose as the161

east–west shifts of the AMA might not be what is causing the different contri-162

butions in the first place but might rather be themselves a response to changed163

heating, i.e. we did not want to imply a causal relationship. We changed the164

wording to ”sensitive to” - hoping that this does not suggest a causal relation,165

while keeping ”related to” at a few other instances in the text.166

167

L82: no need for “In particular”168

Removed. The sentence now starts with: ”These Lagrangian CCM results ...”169

170

L83: this sentence does not work, maybe “Results from the Lagrangian model171

will serve for a comparison with ...”172

We rephrased the sentence to: ”Results from the Lagrangian model will help to173

assess the sensitivity of the results to the modelling approach as...”174

175

L97: I wonder whether the results of the study are sensitive to the choice176

of the starting level – here 150 hPa. This choice is not well motivated. Would177

you have trajectories at hand to check, whether a starting level of 100 or 200178

hPa would lead to different results? At least you should better explain why this179

starting level is appropriate (and sufficient) to capture the entire transport from180

the PBL to the AMA.181

We added a paragraph to explain the choice of the starting level of the trajec-182

tories:183

”We chose the 150 hPa level to initialize the trajectories as it184

roughly corresponds to the 360K from which trajectories tend to fur-185

ther ascend into the stratosphere (Garny and Randel, 2016). More-186

over, the 150 hPa level is a level where we find strong anticyclonic187

circulation based on the maximum and minimum zonal wind speeds188

in the UT in the Asian monsoon region (see e.g. Fig. 1 of Garny and189

Randel, 2016). From the analysis shown in (Bergman et al., 2013)190

for the 100 and 200 hPa level, we expect that our qualitative results191

are not strongly dependent on the choice of the starting level.”192

L149: Is it correct that you use this GPHA threshold criterion only at 150193

hPa? If yes, please mention this explicitly.194
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For TRJ the threshold is used only at 150 hPa to select the AMA trajectories195

from all trajectories initialized at 150 hPa. But for LG data as a starting range196

is used (140-160 hPa) the criterion is applied for this pressure range together197

with a restriction on the longitude/latitude to filter out trajectories that start198

within the AMA. We have updated the respective text and explicitly added the199

sentence: ”We emphasize that the GPHA criterion is only applied once at the200

starting point of the trajectories or air parcels to determine whether they are201

located within the AMA.”202

203

Section 2.3.1: I find it a bit painful to read this section. Please shorten the204

text, if I understand correctly, what you explain here is that you do not consider205

all years from 1979 to 2013, but only 14 years, and you selected them such as206

to capture the variability in the W-E position of the AMA as expressed by the207

South Asian High Index. This can be said in a few lines. And please list the 7208

years each that were chosen for the west/east position of the AMA.209

Yes, your understanding is correct. We have shortened the respective section.210

For further information on the SAHI (as requested by referee 2) and the list of211

the selected summer seasons we refer the reader to the Appendix: ”The selected212

summer seasons are listed in the AppendixA2, where also a description of the213

modified SAHI and of the selection process is presented.”214

215

I don’t think that Fig. 2 is needed in this paper. Vertical motion at 150 hPa216

is not very relevant for the transport from the PBL to this level.217

We have checked the differences also at 175 hPa (and also at 200 hPa) and the218

differences look (relatively) similar to the differences at 150 hPa. Previously,219

we showed this figure to motivate the choice of the 14 summer seasons. Nev-220

ertheless, as suggested we have removed this figure and the motivation for the221

selection is now entirely by referring to Fig. 14 of Nützel et al. (2016).222

223

L198: Just write “First, we investigate the climatological ...”224

Changed as suggested. To increase the readability of the paper, we checked225

the entire manuscript and tried to shorten/adapt introductory clauses, where226

appropriate.227

228

L204: I think this is a very important point: you write here that you only229

consider trajectories that reach the PBL top within 90 days. How many of the230

AMA backward trajectories started at 150 hPa fulfill this criterion? I think it231
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is important to mention this percentage. If it is substantially lower than 80%,232

then it might make sense to show Fig. 3 only for the trajectories that also fulfill233

the PBL criterion. Currently it is a bit strange that so many trajectories are234

started at 150 hPa over the Arabian Peninsula (Fig. 3), but this region does not235

appear at all when looking at the 200-hPa crossings (Fig. 4a). This should be236

discussed, and maybe the reason is that the Arabian Peninsula trajectories don’t237

reach the PBL within 90 days(?).238

We agree that it is helpful to early state the fraction of AMA trajectories that239

reach the PBL. Hence we added a sentence in Sect. 3.1: ”For the analysis of240

the transport pathways, we will only consider trajectories that start within the241

AMA and reach the PBL within 90 days, whereas in the analyses of the PBL242

sources we also quantify the fraction of trajectories starting within the AMA243

that do not reach the PBL within 90 days (roughly 15%, see Sect. 3.1.2).” Al-244

though it can be assumend from the large fraction that reaches the PBL within245

90 days (∼85%), we have explicitly checked that Fig. 3 does not change sub-246

stantially if only PBL crossing trajectories are considered.247

The trajectory starts at 150 hPa are simply related to the occurence of the AMA248

in the respective region. As the AMA spans also to the Arabian peninsula (see249

e.g. Fig. 4 in Nützel et al., 2016), the start of trajectories at 150 hPa in this region250

are correct. Further, a trajectory started at 150 hPa over the Arabian Penin-251

sula, does not have to vertically ascend to that level from the Arabian peninsula.252

The trajectories are indeed transported upward over the south-eastern side of253

the AMA as can be seen in our Fig. 4, which is in agreement with the findings254

of (Bergman et al., 2013). We think that additional clarification of that issue255

will be given in our replies to your comments L209 and L218.256

257

L207: I don’t understand “or below”258

As the AMA starts only at a certain height level we wanted to be clear that the259

upward transport is on the south-eastern side of the AMA where it exist and260

below the south-eastern part of the AMA in the height region, where the AMA261

does not exist. However, we can understand that this distinction is confusing, so262

we rephrased to try to make our statement clearer: ”With increasing height, the263

upward transport of air masses focuses on (the region below) the south-eastern264

part of the AMA.”265

266

L209: I apologize but I am lost here. What you show in Fig. 4 are trajecto-267

ries that fulfill at 150 hPa your AMA criterion and that cross the PBL height268
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within 90 days (backward in time). I don’t understand what you mean by “not269

necessarily the full three-dimensional pathways”, do you mean by this, e.g., tra-270

jectories that don’t go back to the PBL or trajectories that rise up only to 200271

but not 150 hPa? And I am totally at lost with understanding why you show272

Fig. 5. Why is Fig. 5a so totally different from Fig. 4a? Also, the distinction273

between trj1 and trj2 does not seem very relevant to me. Things should be clear274

if you write that Fig. 4 shows the last upward crossing of the XX hPa level. (I275

assume that if a trajectory crosses a certain pressure level more than once, you276

only retain one crossing?).277

There is still a misunderstanding and it seems that we have not been clear278

enough with our explanation. With the ”full 3-d pathways” we do not mean279

a different subset of the trajectories, i.e. we still analyze trajectories that start280

in the AMA at 150 hPa and reach the PBL within 90 days. And yes, only the281

final crossing points are retained in Figs. 4, 8 and 11. To avoid any misunder-282

standing we replaced the phrase ”full pathways” (or similar) and we noted in283

the discussion of Fig. 4 that only the final crossing point is registered.284

Figs. 5a and 5b were actually meant to clarify why the analyses e.g. in Figs. 4285

can not be used to infer that trajectories are only located in these regions on286

their way to the 150 hPa level in the AMA. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 a are different as287

they depict the upward and downward crossings of trajectories at ∼200 hPa. As288

on a climatological basis on the east side of the AMA upward winds are present289

and on the west side downward winds (e.g. Nützel et al., 2016, their Fig. 10),290

upward crossings as they are diagnosed in Fig. 4 are most likely to be detected291

in this region. Hence, although trajectories might be located also at different292

horizontal positions (e.g. in the western part of the AMA, as seen in the starts of293

the TRJ or the density distributions Fig. 6 etc.) they will only be noted on the294

eastern side in analysis of Fig. 4 as this is the region where they are transported295

upwards. The ”snapshots” of the location of the trajectories 1, 2.5 , 5 and 15296

days prior to their starting date (Fig. 6) do not exhibit this ”flaw” and hence297

trajectories that circle within the AMA and are located on the western side at298

the time of the snapshot are noted as well. In contrast, Fig. 5a reverses the299

analysis in Fig. 4 and looks where trajectories experience downward movement300

and hence here (in agreement with the location of downward movement on the301

western side of the AMA) the western side of the AMA shows up in this analy-302

sis. The hypothetical trajectories trj1 and trj2 are different as trj1 experiences303

upward and downward motion close to the 200 hPa level, whereas trj2 simply304

continues to further rise after crossing the 200 hPa level: the final crossing points305
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of the 200 hPa level of both trajectories are registered in Fig. 4 - and actually306

all PBL-crossing trajectories are registered once in Fig. 4 as they somehow have307

to cross the 200 hPa level on their way from the PBL to the 150 hPa level. As308

only trj1 experiences the upward/downward transport around the 200 hPa level,309

only trj1 is noted in Fig. 5a which displays the regions of downward transport310

of trajectories. To facilitate the understanding, we adjusted the figure captions311

of Figs. 4 and 5a, so the terminology ”upward” and ”downward” crossing are312

easier to spot. Further, we adjusted the discussion of Fig. 5a (now Fig. 4a).313

314

L218: Here you write “To get a better picture of the full transport pathways315

...”, which is now confusing after Fig. 5. Do you now continue with the tra-316

jectories shown in Fig. 4, or does “full transport” mean that you include here317

other trajectories as well? I wonder whether the results in Figs. 4 and 6 are318

fully consistent. Fig. 4a shows no 200-hPa crossings west of 60°E, whereas Fig.319

6d shows many trajectories west of 60°E at altitudes from 9- 15 km. Please320

discuss this discrepancy or my misunderstanding when comparing the two fig-321

ures. And as noted by one of the reviewers, it would be most helpful to have a322

pressure axis in Fig. 6 (e.g., to make a good comparison with Fig. 4). This323

would be much more reader-friendly than the barometric height formula and the324

complicated text in L219.325

The subset of trajectories does not change between Figs. 4, 5a and 6. The word-326

ing has been adjusted to avoid any confusion. We hope that our reply to your327

comment L209, clarifies that there is no inconsistency, as the difference between328

Figs. 4 and 6 is entirely caused by the underlying analysis method. Fig. 4 depicts329

the locations of the final upward crossings of trajectories through a specific sur-330

face - hence only regions and time steps where trajectories experience upward331

motion are noted. In contrast Fig. 6 does not make such a restriction, but sim-332

ply shows a snapshot of the trajectories on their pathway to the 150 hPa level.333

We included the pressure axis in the respective plots to facilitate the intercom-334

parison. We did not do that before as the figures (in the multi-panel) get smaller335

and as the units of the displayed quantities are given with respect to the log-336

pressure height. Further, we adapted the figure captions and tried to shorten337

the explanation in L219.338

339

L238: where can the reader see the “upward circling”? I don’t doubt that340

this interpretation is correct, but I don’t see it in the results shown. My un-341

derstanding of upward circling is that the trajectories follow a circular path in342
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the horizontal from the PBL to the AMA at 150 hPa. But the panels in Fig.343

4 allow all sorts of interpretations of how air parcels, e.g., from the Northern344

Philippines move from the PBL to 150 hPa. This ascent could also be rather345

vertical according to Fig. 4, so what does “circling” mean?346

Maybe this is a misunderstanding. The upward circling was meant to occur347

only after the trajectories have been transported to a certain height/pressure348

level: so there is first vertical transport and then recirculation within the AMA349

(with downward/upward transport on the western/eastern side of the AMA).350

This is supported by our analyses (Figs. 4, 5a and 6) and is in agreement with351

the findings of Vogel et al. (2019) and Legras and Bucci (2020) (and to some352

extent with the study by Bergman et al. (2013)). Whether the net circulation353

is upward or not, we cannot deduce with our analysis and hence when it comes354

to our study, we rephrased the term ”upward circling”.355

356

L239: typo in “refines”357

Corrected.358

359

L256: very complicated “on individual dates with respect to the initialization360

date”. I assume that Fig. 9 is done in the same way as Fig. 6?361

Yes, Fig. 9 shows the corresponding differences of Fig. 6 for west minus east362

years. We agree that it was difficult to follow, hence we revised the respective363

sentence: ”To capture the differences of the trajectory pathways between years364

with a rather western and rather eastern position of the AMA, Fig. 9 shows the365

corresponding composite differences (west minus east) of the analyses in Fig. 6.”366

367

L259: “remain stable” is not clear enough, what you mean is that the PBL368

sources seem to be very similar in years with an eastern position of the AMA369

vs. years with a western position of the AMA.370

Yes, concerning the pathways that is what we meant. Hence we rephrased to:371

”Overall, there are no qualitative differences in the transport pathways between372

years with a rather eastward and years with a rather westward location of the373

AMA.”374

375

L267: Oh, now you quantify for the first time the trajectories that do not376

cross the PBL within 90 days (see my comment above)! I don’t find it ideal that377

now, in Fig. 10, you consider all trajectories started from the AMA, whereas378

Figs. 4-9 only considered those that crossed the PBL. Therefore, the percentages379
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in Fig. 10 do not correspond to percentages of trajectories shown, e.g., in Fig. 4.380

It would be more reader-friendly, if the noX trajectories were mentioned earlier381

in the paper (before Fig. 4) and from then on, only PBL-crossing trajectories382

were considered.383

In response to your comment on L204, we have added a clarification that for the384

transport pathways only PBL-crossing trajectories are analysed in Sect. 3.1. We385

hope that this clarification helps the reader to follow the manuscript more eas-386

ily. We agree that the percentages (if one would integrate e.g. Fig. 4 at 0.85*ps)387

would not match with the percentage given in Fig. 10. However, we think that388

the information on the noX trajectories is valuable - as we would also guess389

from your comment L204 - and decided that it should not be removed from the390

plots. Hence, we also though about reversing the appearance/discussion of the391

plots. That would mean to first discuss Fig. 10 and then Figs. 4-9 etc. However,392

accordingly also Figs. 11-13 and 14 would need to be switched, leading to the393

problem that the reader would have to switch between different ”bases” (AMA394

vs AMA and PBL-crossing) again. Thus, instead of removing the noX trajecto-395

ries or reversing the appearance, we worked on that issue by being more precise396

which subset is being analysed, e.g. by updating Sect. 3.1. and by explicitly397

mentioning the noX trajectories in the discussion of the respective analyses.398

399

L273-284: I suggest omitting this analysis, because it is already clear from400

Figs. 8b and 9 that the east-west position of the AMA does not matter for the401

PBL source regions.402

We agree that this is the case for the mean, however the interannual variation403

and also additional information, e.g. concerning the total number of trajectories404

and the fraction of the noX trajectories can not be inferred from Figs. 8 and405

9. Hence we made the compromise to keep the figure while we substantially406

shortened this paragraph.407

408

L301: “transport from the TP into the AMA occurs vertically” – how does409

this correspond to the “upward circling” mentioned before?410

First we hope that it is now clearer, that the recirculation is meant to take411

place only after a first ”vertical uplift” (see our reply to your comment L238).412

Still, we thank the editor for spotting this unclear statement. What is exactly413

meant is, that in June air masses, which are transported vertically above the414

TP eventually encounter the STJ (typically at levels below 150 hPa) and get415

advected out of the monsoon region - hence they cannot contribute to the AMA416
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air masses at 150 hPa. In August this is different as air masses transported417

from the TP can either ascend vertically up to 150 hPa or get entrained into418

the AMA circulation at some level and from there circle to the 150 hPa level (of419

course not all air masses from the TP but these are the ones that get noted in420

our analyses). Hence we rephrased to: ”In August the AMA is located above421

the TP and air masses from the TP can directly feed into the core of the AMA.”422

423

L304: no need to motivate here again the need to look at intraseasonal vari-424

ability, as you already discussed this in the previous subsection!425

The motivation was deleted here and the motivation in Sect. 3.1. was revised.426

427

L309 and Figure 14: again, it is not ideal / not necessary that the noX tra-428

jectories are included.429

Please consider our comments to your comments concerning L204 and L267.430

431

L339: To me a supplement is a separate document, but you include Fig.432

B2 in an appendix, which is part of the main paper. Please decide about your433

strategy and terminology.434

This is also our understanding. We would have split the documents in the end.435

But as the supplement is not long we thought it is more convenient for the436

review process to have all data in one document. Consequently, we decided to437

keep the figures in an Appendix called ”Supporting figures”.438

439

L363-366: I suggest omitting this short paragraph, because the reader does440

not really understand how you varied the PBL identification, and it is a bit ar-441

bitrary to test this sensitivity for LG-D but not for TRJ.442

As suggested we deleted the paragraph.443

444

Discussion of Fig. 17: I am a bit confused why now hemispheric results445

are shown and the discussion includes the North American monsoon. Why not446

confine the analysis and discussion to the main theme of the paper?447

We want to show where TP trajectories are located in the UT in June vs. August448

at various pressure levels to show the possibly stronger confinement/dispersion449

of TP trajectories. Hence, we need to make the analysis globally and such an450

analysis is only possible using the LG data and can not be done with the existing451

TRJ data. As can be inferred from Fig. 17 in August compared to June the TP452

trajectories are more likely to be located in the Asian monsoon region (stronger453
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confinement), whereas in June compared to August, the trajectories are dis-454

persed more strongly and located downstream of the Asian monsoon region.455

This result corroborates the results from the TRJ data about a key process,456

which causes the different contributions of the TP in June vs. August. As457

the difference of the probability densities shows a local minimum in the North458

American monsoon region, we simply stated this in the text to explain this fea-459

ture.460

461

L427-435: Why introducing here a discussion about the MHI? I think it is462

one conclusion that the west-east position of the AMA does not influence the up-463

ward transport substantially, so why then adding an excursion about MHI and464

SAHI?465

You are right, the east-west position has no substantial impact on the path-466

ways or PBL sources. The reason to include here the discussion on SAHI and467

MHI is to motivate that it is likely that there are no dependencies/differences468

of the PBL sources etc. if stratifying/compositing against/with the MHI. We469

think, that so far the connection between MHI and SAHI has not been analyzed.470

471

L454: I would not dare to make such a statement. All data sets used so far472

for studying the transport into the AMA are far away from convection-resolving473

simulations. I think we need such simulations to really assess the impact of deep474

convection.475

We fully agree and we thank the editor for spotting this unclear statement.476

Hence, we went through the manuscript and rephrased to only address parametrized477

convection with such statements. The sentence at hand was actually removed478

during the revision of Sect. 5.2.479

480

L500: “However, we found an upward circling already considerably below 150481

hPa for approximately half of the PBL crossing trajectories.” I don’t understand482

where this result has been shown in this study.483

Concerning the use of the phrase ”upward circling”, we refer to our reply on484

your comment L238. Further, in the discussion of Fig. 5a (now Fig. 4a), which485

shows the regions of downward crossing, we note that approximately 50% of486

the PBL-crossing trajectories are noted in the respective analysis. From this we487

infer that roughly 50% of the trajectories recirculate within the AMA consider-488

ably below the starting level.489

490
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L501 “The attribution of PBL source regions, however, is less clear” – what491

do you mean by less clear? Do you mean are more sensitive to the model /492

approach used? Or do you mean that a large set of source regions contributes?493

We rephrased the sentence and also added a colon, to indicate that the explana-494

tion follows. ”The attribution of the PBL source regions, however, is less clear495

as it is more sensitive to the modelling approach: In TRJ, ...”496

497

Finally, I would like to briefly comment on your replies to the general com-498

ments of reviewer 1. While I can follow your argumentation about the differ-499

ence between PBL source distributions and precipitation – indeed, you “only”500

look at upward transport that reaches 150 hPa – I thought that you might be501

able to do some sensitivity tests with your TRJ approach using hours ERA5502

data. You mention that doing this for the entire study would be a huge effort.503

I fully agree. But already backward trajectories from 150 hPa for a single JJA504

season with hourly ERA5, 6-hourly ERA5 and 6-hourly ERA-Interim would be505

tremendously insightful. I cannot estimate how difficult it is for you to do such506

an analysis, and therefore I leave it up to you whether you include it or not507

in the final version of your paper. And about the complex link of the source508

maps and precipitation: could it make sense to discuss this in your discussion509

section? I find it interesting that with a starting level of 150 hPa, one obviously510

“misses” a lot of the vertical transport in the monsoon region associated with511

intense precipitation.512

We agree that including a discussion concerning the differences between precip-513

itation maps and source maps makes sense. We have added a paragraph about514

this issue in the discussion Sect. 5.1, which is based on our previous reply to515

reviewer 1. This paragraph explains the seeming inconsistency between precipi-516

tation maps and source regions of AMA air masses. Actually, we debated about517

including such a discussion in the last version (first revision, 13 July) of our518

paper, however, previously we decided otherwise to shorten the manuscript.519

The sensitivity of our results with respect to ERA-Interim has been ad-520

dressed in the revised Section 5.2. Please, see also our reply to your first com-521

ment. According to the method of quantifying convective transport in Table 2522

of Smith et al. (2021), ERA-Interim missed ∼30% of convective transport in the523

trajectory model experiment over the Western Pacific. A single season sensitiv-524

ity test is done in the work of Pan et al., (JGR in minor revision) for a very525

similar problem (see Honomichl and Pan, 2020, where the boundary layer and526

transit time of air mass transported from the AMA to Western Pacific are quan-527
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tified using ERA-I driven kinematic back trajectory). The result shows similar528

spatial pattern of PBL encounter in the large scale but with more details along529

the monsoon trough.530
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